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SECTION- I 

Reading Comprehension 

 

Q.1)  A) Rewrite the following sentences choosing the correct alternative:    05 

i. Bayaji had worked ………………... 

a) At the Bombay railway station b) in the factory in Bombay c) in the cloth-mill 

in Bombay d) at the dockyard 

ii. The wholeness of India, despite of its variations, has constantly invited ….…… 

a) appreciation and applause b) recognition and response c) recollection d)   

      admiration 

iii. The expression ‘that chains cannot smother my fragrance refers to the view that …… 

a) the overall qualities of the woman cannot be supressed b) the wisdom of the  

woman cannot be denied c) the role of the woman cannot be neglected d) the 

feelings of the woman cannot be smothered  

iv. The Japanese trick applied by the conjurer refers to the trick…….. 

a) Of breaking the gold watch b) invented by the natives of Tipperary  c) of 

punching holes in the handkerchief d) of dancing on the silk hat 

v. According to Gieve Patel, it takes much time to kill a ……….. 

a) Tiger b) lion c) tree d) leopard 

 

Q.2 ) A) Answer the following questions in 100 to 120 words each(Any Two):                      10                                   
i. How does the conjurer take revenge upon the Quick Man?      

ii. What was the British belief about India? 

iii. Why was Kondiba upset with bayaji’s house? What did he suggest to him? 

           B) Write short notes in about 100 to 120 words (Any One):                                05 

i. Symbolic meaning of the poem ‘On Killing a Tree’. 

ii. Bayaji’s family. 

C) Write short notes in about 100 to 120 words (Any One):                                05 



 

i. The significance of the title ‘I am not that Woman’. 

ii. Gieve Patel’s environmental concern for a tree in the poem On Killing A Tree’. 

SECTION-II 

Communication Skills 

Q.3 )  The secretary of the Sports Club in your city invites a meeting of the board members to 

discuss the sports competitions to be held in the month of November 2017. Draft a notice 

and Agenda of the meeting.                             10    

                                 

  Q.4) A) Write a small paragraph of about 3 sentences each expressing your beliefs and              

                Opinions regarding the following.                                                 07 

‘The Horoscope Predictions in the Newspapers.’ 

      

          B) Read the following paragraph and prepare a tree-diagram based on the following data:                     

                                                                                                                                              08 

 The management of a big company is headed by the Chairman or the Managing Director. 

There is a second layer of officers working under him. There is a production manager 

who has three assistants working under him. There are assistant managers of 

maintenance, civil and electrical under the production manger. The personnel manager 

has two assistants, one for recruitment and the other for training. Accounts and Finance 

Manager has two assistants, one for audit and the other for advertising. A Purchase 

Manager has only one assistant manager.                            

   

                        

       

                     


